The advent of high throughput microarrays and the complete sequencing of the Drosophila melanogaster genome have enabled global gene expression analysis in this powerful genetic model organism. Currently, researchers are using three main Drosophila array platform types, with elements composed of cDNA amplicons, oligonucleotides (short and long) or genomic amplicons. This paper provides a broad overview of these platforms
INTRODUCTION
Genetic information in DNA is decoded by transcription into RNA and ultimately translation into the proteins that have enzymatic, regulatory and structural roles in cells. While there are exceptions, such as enzymatic RNAs, this central dogma underlies essentially all aspects of biology. DNA replication, transcription and translation all involve base pairing. Not surprisingly, experimental assays relying on hybridisation of a fixed nucleic acid and a labelled sample have been enormously successful. 1, 2 Base pairing, or hybridisation, is the underlying principle of the DNA microarray. In this sense, microarray technology is just another method of studying gene expression by hybridisation. The exceptional aspect of this technology is the simultaneous monitoring of many thousands of hybridisation assays in one experiment. Different laboratories use the terms microarray 'probe' and 'target' differently. To avoid confusion, we use 'element' for the fixed nucleic acid and 'sample' for the nucleic acid in solution. An array is an orderly arrangement of elements. One applies fluorescent 3 or radioactive 4 samples to microarrays and washes away unbound material to visualise the hybridisation reaction to those elements. The hybridisations can be competitive reactions, where one focuses on the relative hybridisation of two samples labelled with different fluorescent moieties, or non-competitive reactions with a single labelled sample. DNA microarray fabrication involves the attachment, or in situ synthesis, of single-or double-stranded DNA elements to a substrate. Each design of such an array of elements is a platform. As essentially any hybridisation process can be turned into a high throughput 'array', there are many possible substrates for attachments, but glass slides with various surface chemistries, 3 silane-coated quartz chips 5 and nylon membranes 4 are the most widely deployed. While one can manufacture a low-density array with standard laboratory equipment (these used to be called dot-blots), one cannot manufacture or measure hybridisation to high-density arrays without specialised equipment. In general, the elements in a high-density microarray are small (,200 microns in diameter) to allow placement of thousands to tens-of-thousands of elements in a postage stamp sized area.
Academic laboratories and companies have developed several types of Drosophila arrays, which are subdivided by the elements deployed for hybridisation (Table 1) . cDNA amplicon arrays use available clones of bona fide transcripts, while the design of oligonucleotide and genomic amplicon arrays relies on genome annotations. Commitment to inhouse array manufacture and scoring is a sensible option if major use is anticipated, but academic core facilities and commercial suppliers are better options for debutantes and those who plan a limited number of hybridisations. Many of the best resources for array work are found online (Table 2) .
SPOTTED cDNA ARRAYS
The cDNA amplicon microarray is a popular Drosophila array platform, where elements are double-stranded polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products amplified from cDNA clones. Generation of amplicons is from the inserts of cDNA plasmids using long-range Taq polymerase and universal primers corresponding to the flanking vector sequences. Set-up costs for cDNA microarray production are modest, as only universal forward and reverse primers are required. However, PCR amplification of variable, often long, inserts is laborious and complicated. The template clones are sometimes from known cDNAs, such as the Drosophila gene collection, 18 but can also be less well characterised clones from cDNA arrays are moderately expensive 6, 7 or even an uncharacterised clone. The elements are mechanically deposited on the substrate using laboratory-made, or any of several commercially available, robots. Quills or pins transfer the DNA onto the substrate. Other spotting technologies, thematically similar to computer printers, have also been developed. 19, 20 In all cases, the resulting elements are 'spots'.
cDNA arrays are based on the very successful technology advanced by the Brown laboratory. 3 They show high signal due to the length of sequence available for hybridisation, but have a number of significant disadvantages. For example, common motifs and low sequence complexity regions in the inserts create opportunities for confounding cross-hybridisation. 21, 22 Perhaps the most pernicious problem with cDNAs has been element tracking. Up to 30 per cent of array elements from non-redundant cDNA collections are contaminated or otherwise misidentified. 6, 23, 24 Resequencing arrayed clones is essential, time consuming and costly. The Drosophila gene collection, a set of fulllength cDNAs, has been fully resequenced 18 and limited spot checking has not revealed tracking problems (Tim Westwood, personal communication). This collection, however, is maintained in bacteria, which do not always grow following replication. Given past difficulties, researchers using this collection are well advised to use great care to avoid cross-contamination in plates or the introduction of bacteriophage. cDNA amplicon arrays predate the completion of the Drosophila genome sequence. 25 cDNAs have not been found for every predicted gene, and splice variants are difficult to assay with cDNA arrays. The moderate coverage of the transcribed genome is a significant problem with cDNA arrays and, for most applications, cDNA arrays will be largely superseded by full transcriptome arrays based on the predicted genome. [26] [27] [28] There are occasions, nevertheless, where a cDNA amplicon array may be the best choice. You do not need an annotated genome to prepare an array. Evolutionary conservation has been an important tool in dissecting genetic pathways in Drosophila, and there is a large community of evolutionary biologists working on these; however, there are only a handful of insects in the queue for full genome sequencing. The cDNA arrays have an advantage over the genomic arrays in that there is no need for the genome sequence. cDNA amplicon arrays, therefore, are an excellent choice for studies of 'pre-genome' species. 29, 30 The length of the elements means that one can probably obtain good hybridisation results by applying a nonmelanogaster sample to a cDNA array derived from D. melanogaster. cDNA arrays can also be useful tools for genome annotation. For example, genes for noncoding or short open reading frame RNAs, such as siRNAs, and genes in the introns of other genes are poorly annotated. 25, 31 Indeed, even in the wellstudied prokaryote Escherichia coli, array work has recently revealed over 300 new transcripts of unknown function. 32 Printing cDNAs for which there is EST or full-length sequence is a powerful gene discovery method that will augment the ongoing annotation of Drosophila.
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OLIGO ARRAYS
The design of short oligonucleotide arrays is based on our knowledge of the genome. This provides outstanding coverage of Drosophila transcripts. The first Drosophila oligonucleotide arrays, or GeneChips, were developed by Affymetrix. 26 The oligonucleotides are arrayed on a 1.28 3 1.28 cm 2 chip with 11-20 different 25mers representing each transcript. 5 The design of the 25mers avoids problems with repeats and gene families, as well as differences in melting temperature (T m ). Each experimental element is paired with a mismatch element that is a proxy for on-element background. While the intent of mismatch elements is laudable, their utility has been challenged. Elements are synthesised using linkers with photolabile protecting groups and a photolithographic mask to block light reaching predetermined areas on the chip. 33 This digital mask eliminates the need for the expensive and difficult-to-manufacture chromium masks used in the older technique. Agilent has developed an in situ ink-jet method to produce oligo arrays by in situ synthesis. 19 While Drosophila ink-jet arrays are not yet a commercial project, full development is under consideration (Christina Maehr, personal communication). Long oligos may also be synthesised and then spotted onto arrays. 17 While there is much interest in the development of such arrays, there has been little systematic testing of long oligonucleotide platforms. The International Drosophila Array Consortium (Table 2) plans to perform such systematic platform evaluation. It seems reasonable to assume that additional off-the-shelf Drosophila arrays will appear in the near future.
The significant advantage of oligonucleotide arrays is that there is no laborious handling, maintenance and tracking of clones, or PCR reactions. The widely-used oligonucleotide arrays from Affymetrix come with standard protocols and software. New software packages used to analyse the output data from Affymetrix array experiments provide more analysis flexibility. 34 The main disadvantage of GeneChips is certainly cost. The unit price of chips is high. As a result, very few laboratories can afford to do more than a handful of experiments. GeneChips also require special instruments for washing (GeneChip Fluidics Station 400 series) and scanning (GeneChip Array scanner). These instruments are best suited to a core facility, not an individual laboratory. For researchers who have access to the required workstations, these arrays are a good solution.
FULL TRANSCRIPTOME AMPLICON ARRAYS
Genomic PCR amplicon arrays have some similarities to both cDNA and oligonucleotide arrays. 27, 28 Like cDNA arrays, the elements are amplicons. Like oligo arrays, the elements are designed to maximise genome coverage and hybridisation specificity. One can control for T m , avoid regions with low sequence complexity or common motifs and accommodate alternative splice forms. In these arrays, genomic DNA serves as a template for PCR amplification of 100-1,000 bp products (usually less than 500 bp for arrays designed to detect transcription units). Unlike amplification from cDNAs, where universal primers flanking the insert are used, one uses specific primer pairs to amplify products corresponding to segments of predicted exons of the annotated genome. The use of specific versus universal primers results in a lower inherent contamination problem with the PCRs. The elements are printed in a manner similar to cDNA arrays, making the transition from cDNA to genomic amplicon array straightforward.
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR EXPERIMENTS
For most researchers, the cost and availability of the accessory instruments determine which array platform they will use. Nevertheless, there are still many experimental design options that need to be carefully considered. Microarrays generate overwhelming datasets that are a serious analysis challenge. It is important to make sure those datasets are revealing -not just big. Basically, the same rules of good experimental design that apply to a low throughput experiment, such as a Northern blot, apply to array work. Before embarking on an array project it is important to think about how the hybridisation measurements will be made, how many replicates you will need and how the results will be tested, both in terms of validating the result of the array experiment and in terms of hypothesis generation. Finally, it is essential to think carefully about the biological question. Poor sample planning hinders the sorting of potentially confounding correlations from causation. A set of experiments will take many months to analyse, so it is advisable to consult several of the many reviews on microarray experiment design and analysis. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] Excellent advice is also found online (Table 2) .
Good molecular biology laboratory practice is critical. In the case of a Northern blot, a relative measurement cannot save a lane that was badly loaded. The same holds for microarrays. It is important to take great care to make results for many separate hybridisations comparable. For example, one should use the same specific-activity of input labelled sample, hybridisation conditions and settings on the scanners. It should also be remembered that in a relative measurement, null values (at very low intensities) and signal saturation (at high intensities) result in nonsensical relative measurements. Typically, the labelling reactions introduce the most error. 8, 40 Replication of labelling reactions and hybridisations are highly advisable. As Cy3 and Cy5 (the two most popular fluorochromes used in array work) dye incorporation may introduce bias, replicates should be labelled with opposite dye combinations. 8 Two very important questions in planning array experiments are: how much sample is required, and how many arrays will be needed? The sample hybridised to an array can be any DNA, but it is typically a cDNA. The amount of material required varies and depends on whether the material is amplified before use. Affymetrix amplification protocols call for little total RNA (2 ìg) while other protocols use nearly two orders of magnitude more. 27 Amplification procedures for Drosophila samples as small as a single imaginal disc look very promising. 41, 42 Amplification of the input sample might make it possible to extract useful global gene expression data from materials generated by cell-sorting or laser-capture. 43 However, amplification does introduce another variable into an already daunting technology. Differential amplification is certainly a confounding possibility to be considered.
Biological controls are certainly essential and can rapidly escalate the number of arrays required. A number of global gene expression profile studies have examined flies of the same genotype over developmental time 28, or at different times of day. 45 Clearly, there are important differences. Nutrition 12 and sexual identity 7, 27, 8, 44 also result in dramatic differences in gene expression profiles, as does challenge by infection. 46 The differential gene expression profiles due to sex or treatment is monitored in identical genotypes. Most Drosophila researchers employ mutant strains to piece together genetic pathways. Arrays are, and will continue to be, a great help in these studies. 26, 42, 9, 47, 13 However, even a simple comparison can take more arrays than one might anticipate a priori. An example of this would be a simple comparison of wildtype versus over-expression of a gene of interest in embryos using the binary GAl4/UAS system 48 and spotted array. Comparing Gal4/+ versus Gal4/+;UASgeneX/+ versus UAS-geneX/+ requires three arrays (single channel or versus a reference; subtract one for pairwise hybridisations with circular experimental design). With replicate hybridisations, the requirements go up to 12 arrays. If one is interested in immediate targets, this might require looking at four time points, bringing the total to 48 arrays. Assume an 80 per cent success rate and you arrive at 58. The cost of these experiments with a non-commercial spotted array (and associated reagent cost) is likely to exceed $10,000; the cost for commercial arrays would be substantially higher.
Accurate quantification and quality check of RNA, planning replicate experiments, maintaining uniform hybridisation and scanning set ups are all crucial to good experimental execution Data handling is the most time consuming aspect of array work. Normalisation is the most difficult issue because most of the assumptions one needs to make are false. Each element in a microarray experiment is an individual assay with undefined efficiency and noise characteristics. References are superior to raw intensities when the efficiency and specificity of a given hybridisation reaction is unknown; as a result, array data are usually expressed as a ratio. There are a number of problems with ratios, none of which are new. In a traditional blotting experiment, one measures the intensity of a particular mRNA species relative to either the amount of total sample loaded or a reference intensity. For example, one might measure expression of a gene of interest versus a ribosomal protein gene. The assumption is that the reference ribosomal gene is a 'housekeeping' gene, expressed at a set rate in all cells. Array experiments have clearly shown that this assumption is wrong; ribosomal protein genes are highly over-expressed in Drosophila ovary, for example. 7 This is not terribly surprising, given that different cells certainly have different biosynthetic needs. Similarly, the assumption when referencing against total sample is that all cell types have the same total amount of RNA -also clearly wrong. Normalising for loading can help to smooth out procedural errors, but might not be the best representation of the biology. As in a Northern blot, in array work, the normalised hybridisation intensity of an element for a given sample is measured relative to the normalised hybridisation intensity of that element from another sample, or a composite of many samples. Arrays can be balanced by normalising for overall signal across all elements (analogous to loading controls) or to control genes, depending on the question being addressed in the experiment. There is no universally applicable normalisation protocol. Ideally, one would like to be able to have a standard curve for each array element. Ongoing efforts to generate standards allowing for absolute, rather than relative, measurements bear watching. 49 The assumption here is that complex mixtures of nucleic acids will behave like the mixtures used to generate the standard curves.
RESOURCES
Microarrays are an outstanding tool for all Drosophila researchers. Unfortunately, most do not have ready access to them. Commercial arrays are too expensive for most members of the Drosophila research community. Even many of the relatively affluent laboratories which have performed large numbers of array experiments have had some degree of commercial alignment. Most laboratories using non-commercial arrays cannot afford to distribute them widely (without having to give up their research). Array core facilities are a good solution. Centres in Canada and the UK are providing array services in these countries. The International Drosophila Array Consortium (Table 2 ) was formed to help to set up a community infrastructure. It is hoped that resource availability will be improved in the near future.
One does not have to perform an array experiment to use the data, at least in theory. There is tremendous ongoing value to an array dataset -if you can find the dataset, and if you can make sense of it once located. Originally, authors supplied array data to a laboratory or journal web page. These datasets are valuable, but can be extremely difficult to track down. Additionally, they lack a standardised format, may not be anonymous and have no assurance of stability. 50 Increasingly array data are being sent to the public repositories, the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Gene Expression Omnibus 51 or the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) ArrayExpress. 52 These stable public locations are where such datasets belong. The NCBI has taken a repository approach that uses a platform accession linked to experimental accessions. Because of the simplicity of this design, it is running effectively. The more
Developing standards
There are no foolproof normalisation protocols ambitious EBI effort captures Minimum Information About Microarray Experiments (MIAME; pronounced like the city in Florida). MIAME vocabulary might ultimately provide for more efficient cross-experiment comparisons, where one could address a query based on the nature of the treatment for example. 53 Unfortunately, the visualisation and query tools for these public datasets are still primitive (imagine having GenBank without BLAST). Ultimately, it would be useful if array data were available in an integrated database like FlyBase, 54 or a generic model organism. This would allow the extraction of more value from gene expression profiles by the entire Drosophila research community.
